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In this paper we generalise results of Craveiro de Carvalho ([3]) in two ways. First we
prove the following fact.

PROPOSITION 1. Given any smooth submanifold M of real projective space P", for L in
an open dense subset of the space of codimension 2 subspaces of P" we have

(a) L meets M transversally and
(b) the pencil of hyperplanes through L have at worst Morse (A,) contact with M.

Now suppose that the dimension of M is even, peM and a hyperplane H in the
pencil is tangent to M at p. We can measure the contact between M and H at p by
considering the height function in some local coordinate system in a direction normal to H
on M at p. This contact is defined up to contact equivalence (see [2]) and if it is of type A,
this means we only have a Morse local normal form up to sign. However since M is of
even dimension the sign of the determinant of the Hessian is well defined and we denote
it by ep. (In the case when M is a hypersurface ep is the sign of the Gauss curvature of M
at p in any affine chart).

PROPOSITION 2. / / dim M is even and L determines a generic pencil then x(M) =

x{M(~\L)+ £ ep, where x(X) denotes the Euler characteristic of X.
peM

Proof of Proposition 1. We first prove part (a). Since openness follows from general
principles it is enough to prove density. If P" denotes the dual space of hyperplanes in P"
we claim that it is enough to prove that an (open) dense subset of P" meets any
submanifold JVfcP" transversally. For if L is given by xo = x1 = 0 we may choose a
hyperplane arbitrarily near xo = 0, say Ho, which is transverse to M and a hyperplane
arbitrarily near x, = 0, say H, which is transverse to MC\H0. Then HOC\HX meets M
transversally and can be made arbitrarily near L.

But consider F(M) = {(x, H)eMxP" :xeH}; clearly F(M) is a smooth manifold and
if 77: F(M) -» P" is the natural projection then H is a regular value of TT if and only if H is
transverse to M. By Sard's theorem the set of critical values of IT is of measure zero in P"
(and by the same general principles as above it is a closed set) whence the result.

Now suppose that L = {xo = x, = 0} meets M transversally as does Ho = {xQ = 0}. We
consider the family of functions on M-Ho, F : (M-H 0 )x [R n + 1 -»R given by

n

x, + X atXi

F.(x) = F(x,a) =
x0
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(which is well defined). Fixing a this function measures the contact of the pencil of
n

hyperplanes determined by xo = Xj + X a.x, = 0 with M. We want to show that, for most
o

values of a, the function Fa has only Morse singularities. To do this we need to consider
the 2-jets of the Fa, and ideally we would prove that the natural jet extension

j\F:{M-Ho)xUn+1 -* J2(M-Ho,U)

is transverse to the natural stratification of the 2-jets by their rank. Then, by a lemma of
Thorn, for almost all a (i.e. all a outside a set of measure zero) j2Fa will be transverse to
this stratification and hence Fa will only have Morse singularities. Unfortunately we
cannot use this version of Thorn's lemma, as we shall see but a sharpened version due
to Mather does prove the result.

To compute the image of the differential of j2F at (y, b) it is clear that we may as well
take b = 0 and y = (1 :0 : . . . ;0) with M given near y by x o = l , x , =
/i(*k+i> • • • > x j , . . . , xk = fk(xk+1, . . . , xn), where M is of dimension n — k.

Working in the fibre of the jet space (with no constants) Jl(n-k, 1) we obtain the
following vectors.

(a) From d/da0 we get 1 (which is disregarded of course).
(b) From d/day, where l^/=£ k, we get fs.
(c) From d/da/; where k + l=£/«n, we get x,-.
The tangent space to the orbit of j2fx = j\F0 is spanned by MJ{fx) where M is the

maximal ideal (xfc+i,... , xn) and /(/j) is the Jacobian ideal spanned by the partial
derivatives of fv

From the M space and this tangent space to the orbit we obtain simply J(/i).
Now the theorem of Mather ([4, p. 230]) asserts that if either (a) the jet extension j\F

is transverse to the orbits in Jl{n-l, 1) or (b) j\F is more transverse than j\Fh, then for
almost all a the map j\Fa is transverse to these orbits, which is the result we require. Thus
we want to show that JifJIM3 = (/(/i) + Sp{xk+1,..., xn, fj})IM3 implies j\F is transverse
to the orbits. But if J(/i)^Sp{xk+1, • • •, xn} (mod. M3), then j^ must be Morse and
transversality of j\F (indeed j\F0) is obvious. Thus for a arbitrarily close to 0eRn+1 we
have Fa: M - Ho -»U a Morse function, and the pencil determined by x0 = Xj + £ a^ = 0 is
of the required type. The proof is complete.

REMARK. It is not difficult to show we can also arrange for no planes in the pencil to
be bitangent to M, i.e. the critical values of Fa to be distinct.

Proof of Proposition 2. Let us denote the axis of our generic pencil by L, which we
may suppose is given by xo = x1 = 0. Following [1] we blow P" up along the axis L, i.e. we
consider A = {(x, r)6PnxP1:xof1 + x1to = 0}, and if T T 1 : A - ^ P " is the natural projection we
set M= TTI1(M)<^A. Since L meets M transversally, M is smooth and TTX:M-TT^{L)-*

M-L is a diffeomorphism. Because L determines a generic pencil projection to the
second factor, TT2:M-*V>1 has only Morse singularities. If t is a regular value of ir2

 a nd U
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an open neighbourhood of t whose closure U consists of regular values, then tt2:M-
TTV(U)~*Pl~ U i s Morse and x(M-tr2l(U)) = x('^2\t)) + X ep, using standard results

peM

from elementary Morse theory. Since ir^iO)^ Ux TTJ'O) from the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence one easily finds that #(M) = £ ep.

peM
Now 7rt is a diffeomorphism away from TT^1(L), and over points of MDL it has P1 as

fibres; MflL is of codimension 2 in M so if T denotes a tubular neighbourhood of MDL
in M we have \{M) = * ( M - L) + x(MDL) - ^(3T). But, as dT is an S1 bundle, ^(3T) = 0
and *(M) = x (M-L) + x(MnL). Similarly

= Z 6p =
peM

where f is a tubular neighbourhood of ^71(MnL) in M. But 3T-» Tr^^MnL) is a
2-fold cover, iri\Mr\L)-*MriL is an S1 bundle and M - T r r ^ M n ^ ^ M - L is a
diffeomorphism, so

peM

whence the result.
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